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Abstract: This paper addresses the computation of the steady state behaviour of a subclass
of continuous Petri nets under infinite servers semantics. For this class, the visit ratio is
fixed by the net structure and the rates associated to the transitions. The class generalises
well known net subclasses, as marked graphs or equal conflict net systems.
A programming problem allows to obtain a tight bound of the throughput in the steady
state. Its relaxation leads to a linear programming problem (LPP) that, for particular
net subclasses, provides the exact value. Some of the “paradoxes” (essentially non-
monotonicities) that the behaviour of those models may exhibit are pointed out.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important drawback in the analysis of discrete
event systems is the complexity associated to the ex-
ponential growth in the number of states. A way to try
to overcome this difficulty is to continuise the system
(total or partially) and apply different analysis tech-
niques that may provide an approximation to the orig-
inal behaviour. In the manufacturing systems domain,
and using Petri net models, this idea has been applied,
for instance, in (Alla and David, 1998; Balduzzi et
al., 2000).
This paper will mainly concentrate in the analysis of
the steady state behaviour of continuous net systems,
in particular the computation of the throughput. In pre-
vious work (Recalde and Silva, 2001), all the conflicts
in the net were forced to be free (i.e., locally solved).
This means that, from a performance point of view,
the conflicts were not relevant once the rates had been
set, and the system could be represented in fact as a
net without conflicts. The present paper extends the
approach by allowing conflicts, as long as the relation-
ship among the throughput of the different transitions�
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in the steady state is fixed by means of the structure
and the firing rates. That is, nets for which a unique
repetitive behaviour exists. For this class it is “only” a
multiplying constant that has to be computed to com-
pletely define the timed behaviour.
The formalism and the basic concepts will be intro-
duced in Section 2. In Section 3 the class of nets we
will restrict to, and some concepts related to the steady
state behaviour are defined. Some examples in Sec-
tion 4 show that the throughput of continuous systems
is not in general an upper bound of the throughput of
the discrete system, and that all the non monotonici-
ties that exist in discrete systems may appear also in
their continuous relaxations. In Section 5 a program-
ming problem is deduced that computes a tight upper
bound of the steady state throughput for the subclass
of continuous systems under study. Unfortunately, to
solve this problem a tree structure of linear program-
ming problems (LPP) is generated. This programming
problem can be relaxed into a single LPP providing
an, in general, less tight upper bound. Section 6 re-
lates this LPP with another one that is classically used
for the analysis of discrete net systems. A sufficient
condition for checking the reachability of the bound is
also obtained.



2. TIMED CONTINUOUS PETRI NETS: FIRING
SEMANTICS

The reader is assumed to be familiar with Petri nets
(PNs) (see (Murata, 1989; Dicesare et al., 1993)). The
usual PN system,

�
	�������
(
	������������������ ���"!$#&%'�

),
will be said to be discrete so as to distinguish it from a
continuous PN. The main difference between continu-
ous and discrete PNs is in the marking, which in a dis-
crete PN is restricted to be integer, while in continuous
PNs is released into the non-negative real numbers.
This is a consequence of the firing, which is modified
in the same way. Hence, a transition ( is enabled at


iff for every )+*-,�( , /. )10"243 , and its enabling de-
gree is 5&687�9;:�( ���<=�->@? 6BADCFE�GIH /. )80KJ �����8. ) � (L0NM . The
firing of ( in a certain amount OQPR5S6$7�9;:K( �I�<

leads
to a new marking

�TU�QWV OYX�Z . ��� (L0 , where Z ��[! #&%]\+�����
is the token flow matrix. Hence, as in

discrete systems, the state (or fundamental) equation
(
^��_��V Z`XDa ) summarises the way the marking

evolves along time.
All the concepts based on the representation of the P/T
net as a graph can be directly applied to continuous
P/T nets, in particular, the definitions based on the an-
nullers of the token-flow matrix. Right and left natural
annullers are called T- and P-semiflows, respectively.
When bYX�Z ��c

, bd2 c
the net is said to be conser-

vative, and when ZeXDf �gc
, fd2 c

the net is said to
be consistent.
For the timing interpretation of continuous PNs we
will use a first order (or deterministic) approximation
of the discrete case (Recalde and Silva, 2001), assum-
ing that the delays associated to the firing of transi-
tions can be approximated by their mean values. Then,
the state equation has an explicit dependence on time :�h <i�/_� V ZYXjak:�h < . Deriving with respect to time,l :Kh <m� ZnX lam:�h < is obtained. Let us denote o � la ,
since it represents the flow through the transitions.
Different semantics have been defined for continuous
PNs, the most important being infinite servers (or vari-
able speed) and finite servers (or constant speed) (Alla
and David, 1998; Recalde and Silva, 2001). Infinite
servers semantics will be considered here. Under infi-
nite servers semantics, the flow through a transition (
is the product of the speed, p . (L0 , and the enabling of
the transition, i.e., o . (L0 � p . (L0qX�5&687�9q:K( ��r<]� p . (L0qX>s? 6 ADCFE�G H /. )80KJ �����8. ) � (L0NM , leading to non-linear sys-
tems.
For example, for the net system in Fig. 1,

o . ( � 0 � p . ( � 08X >@? 6UH /. ) � 0KJut �I/. )$vw0KJutxMo . ( � 0 � p . ( � 08X >@? 6UH /. ) � 0 �I/. ) v 0NMo . (zyS0 � p . (zyS08X /. ) yI0 (1)

Observe that in this case the state equation can be seen
as switching among sets of ordinary linear differential
equations. If the net is join free (i.e., each transition
has at most one input place) a single set of linear
differential equations represents the evolution of the
marking:

p1

p2 p3

p4

t3t2

t1
_2

_2

_3

Fig. 1. A net system for which the solution of (18) withp ��{
is not reachable.l :Kh <;� Z�X&|�X  :Kh < :}3 <$�~_�

where | . ( � )80 � p . (L0KJ ���D��. ) � (L0 if ) � , ( , and 0 oth-
erwise. If the net system is conservative, Z has redun-
dant rows. Hence, some variables can be expressed in
terms of the rest of the variables and the initial mark-
ing values.
If more complex semantics are used (for example,
markings products) highly non linear systems of dif-
ferential equations may appear. In that case it may
happen that the system does not converge to a steady
state, but that it approaches to a limit cycle, or even
has a chaotic behaviour (Silva and Recalde, 2000).

3. STEADY STATE FLOW

A performance measure that is often used in discrete
PN systems is the throughput of a transition in the
steady state, i.e., the number of firings per time unit.
In the continuous approximation, this corresponds to
the flow of the transition. Observe that in the steady
state

l :Kh <]� 3 , and so, from the state equation, ZgXo �+c
. Since o�� c

, the flow in the steady state is a T-
semiflow. We will denote as oz�z� the flow vector in the
steady state.
A classical concept in queueing network theory is the
visit ratio. The visit ratio of transition (L� with respect
to (z� , ��� ��� . (N��0 , is the average number of times (L� is
visited (fired) for each visit to (firing of) the reference
transition (z� . Observe that �i� ��� is a “normalisation”
of the flow vector in the steady state, i.e., ��� ��� . (N��0 �� ?�>��'��� :}o . ( � 0�:Kh < J�o . ( � 0L:�h <�< . Hence, for any ( � , o��z� �� � X��i� ��� , with � � the throughput of ( � .
Two transitions, ( and ( T , are said to be in conflict
relation if , (�� , ( Tk����

. They are said to be in equal
conflict (EQ) relation when

������. ��� (L0 �/�����U. ��� ( T 0 ��c
. A net is said to be an Equal Conflict (EQ) net iff

for all ( � ( T * �
such that ,S(���,�( T ����

,
������. ��� (L0 ����D��. ��� ( T 0 . EQ nets are the weighted generalisation of

free choice nets (Teruel and Silva, 1996).

If (z� � (N� are in EQ relation,
o . ( � 0p . ( � 0 � o . ( � 0p . ( � 0 . So, in

particular, p . (L��0$XSo �z� . (z��0 � p . (z��08X&o �z� . (N��0 .
We will define the class of nets for which the visit ratio
does not depend on the initial marking, but is defined
by the net structure and the rates of the transitions.



Definition 1. Let
	

be a PN and p a rates vector. We
will say that this system is mono T-semiflow reducible
if the following system has a unique solution:Z�XS� � � � �-c��� � � . ( � 0p . (z��0 � ��� � � . ( � 0p . (N��0 � ( � � ( � in EQ relation

(2)

For this class, only the constant � � has to be obtained
to know the flow vector of the system in the steady
state. In this paper we will concentrate on the study of
mono T-semiflow reducible systems. A particular case
of mono T-semiflow reducible nets are EQ nets that
allow a live and bounded marking, i.e., structurally
live and bounded EQ nets (Teruel and Silva, 1996).
Let us consider an example of a flexible manufacturing
system (Fig. 2), composed of three machines. Parts of
type A are processed first in machine M1 and then in
machine M2, while parts of type B are processed first
in M2 and then in M1. The intermediate products are
stored in buffer B_1A and B_1B, and the final parts
in buffers B_2A and B_2B, respectively. Machine M3
takes a part A and a part B and assembles the final
product, that is stored in B_3 until its removal. In B_3
there is space at most for 10 products. There can be at
most 10 parts of type A and 10 parts of type B either in
B_1A and B_1B, or being processed by M1 and M2.
Parts are moved in pallets all along the process, and
there are 20 pallets of type A and 15 pallets of type B.
The net in Fig. 2 is mono T-semiflow reducible (more
precisely, it is a marked graph with two shared re-
sources, M1 and M2). The visit ratio of this PN sys-
tem is ��� � � ��{

, that is, in the steady state all the
operations have to be executed at the same rate (this is
imposed by the assembly of one part A and one part
B). If this system is seen as discrete, the reachabil-
ity space is very large, and the exact computation of
the throughput becomes unfeasible. However, just be-
cause the number of tokens is quite big, studying the
system as a continuous PN may be a good approxima-
tion. In the following sections we will analyse this sys-
tem in more detail. First, several kinds of behavioural
“anomalies” will be pointed out in Section 4.

4. “UNEXPECTED” BEHAVIOURS

4.1 Continuous is not an upper bound of discrete

It could be thought that, since continuisation removes
some restrictions of the system, the throughput of
the continuous system should be at least that of the
discrete one. However, the throughput of a continuous
PN is not in general an upper bound of the throughput
of the discrete PN. For instance, in the net system
in Fig. 3(a), with p ��. �1�S� �S� �S� 3�0 , the throughput is
0.801 as discrete while it is only 0.535 as continuous.

4.2 Non monotonicities

Like in discrete nets, the throughput of a continuous
net system does not fulfill in general any monotonicity

property, neither w.r.t. the initial marking, nor w.r.t.
the structure of the net, nor w.r.t. the transitions rates.
For example, with respect to the initial marking, if
in the timed net system of Fig. 3(a) the marking of)$¡ is augmented to 5, the systems deadlocks, i.e., the
throughput goes down to 0. While if

 � . )$¡�0 is reduced
to 3 the throughput increases from 0.535 to 1.071.
Notice that this token (i.e., resource) reduction is
equivalent to adding a place “parallel” to )�¡ (i.e., with
an input arc from ( � and an output arc to ( � ), marked
with 3 tokens. Hence, with respect to the net structure,
adding constraints may increase the throughput.
Finally, an increase in a transition rate (for example,
due to a replacement by a faster machine) may also
lead to a decrease in the throughput. Moreover, a very
small change may have a large effect. For example,
Fig. 3(c) shows how the throughput of the net system
in Fig. 3(b) changes if the rate of ( � varies from 0 to 5,
assuming p . ( � 0 �¢�

. Notice that even a discontinuity
(!) appears at p . ( � 0 � t .

5. COMPUTATION OF STEADY STATE FLOW
BOUNDS

Let
 �z� be the steady state marking of a continuous

net system. Then, for every h£2¤3 it must verify:l :�h <=� Z`XSoF:Kh < (3)o :�h <�. (L0 � p . (L0$X >s? 6A�C E G ¥  :Kh <S. )80������. ) � (L0F¦ � (=* �
(4) :�3 <��+ �
(5) �z� � � ?�>�D���  :Kh < (6)

Assuming
 ��� exists, the above equations can be

relaxed as follows ( § ��� and ¨ �z� correspond to
 �z�

and o��z� ):§ �z� �+_��V Z`X&a � (7)¨ ��� . (L0 � p . (L0$X >s? 6A�C E G ¥ § ��� . )80���D��. ) � (L0 ¦ � (=* �
(8)Z�X&¨ �z� �+c
(9)§ �z� � a-� c

(10)

Equation (7) is obtained from (3) and (5), while (8)
is a particularisation of (4). Since

 �z� is a steady
state, from (3), (9) is deduced. With this relaxation
we have replaced the condition of being a reachable
marking with being a solution of (7), the fundamental
equation. That is, we are loosing the information about
the feasibility of the transient path. Observe that the
system is non-linear (

>s? 6 operator) and that it may
have several solutions. For example, for the net system
in Fig. 1 with p �`. t �&�u�S� 0 , any marking

.
� 3 \ª© X�O ��« XO \¬�1� O � O0 , with
� P®O_P © J � , verifies (7-10).

Maximising the flow of a transition (any of them, since
all are related by the T-semiflow), an upper bound of
the throughput is obtained:
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Fig. 2. A PN model of the manufacturing system described in Section 3
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Fig. 3. (a) A net system whose throughput as continuous is not an upper bound for the throughput as discrete, withp �¯. �1�&�u�&�u�S� 3�0 , (b), (c) For this net system, with p . ( � 0 ���
, increasing the rate of ( � does not necessarily

increase the throughput> 7�°�HD¨ �z� . ( � 0 ±�§ ��� �+_�²V ZRXSa¨ ��� . (L0 � p . (L0$X >s? 6A�C E G ¥ § ��� . )80���D��. ) � (L0 ¦ � (�* ���
Z�XD¨ �z� �/c� § �z� � a+� c M (11)

Proposition 2. Let
	

be consistent and conservative.
Conditions (7) and a+� c

are equivalent to� b�� c
such that b³XDZ �/c�

then b³X'§ ��� � b³X  �
PROOF. “ ´ ”, is immediate. For “ µ ”, since the net
is conservative, a base of non-negative left annullers ofZ exists. For every basis vector b , b�XL:�§ �z� \�_��<��+c

.
Therefore, a exists such that § �z� \~_�m� ZRXSa and,
since it is consistent, we can assume that a+� c

. ¶
This means that relaxing the conditions on

 ��� to
being a solution of the fundamental equation (that
is, making the system insensitive to the transient), is
equivalent to saying that the solution is insensitive to
the initial marking distribution inside the P-semiflows.
Otherwise stated, it only depends on the loads of the
P-semiflows, b³X �� b³X ��

.
Notice that the solution of (11) is always “reachable”
in the sense that with a suitable initial distribution

of the tokens inside the P-semiflows, this throughput
can be obtained (for instance, with the same steady
state distribution). In this sense, we will say that the
solution is a tight bound.
Nevertheless, the programming problem in (11) is
difficult to solve due to the “

>@? 6 ” condition, that
makes it non linear. This condition can be relaxed
(linearised) as follows:

¨ �z� . (L0 � p . (L0 X § �z� . )10�����U. ) � (L0 if ) � , ( (12)

¨ �z� . (L0Pdp . (L0 X § �z� . )10�����U. ) � (L0 � )£* , ( otherwise (13)¨ �z� . (z�j0p . ( � 0 � ¨ �z� . (N��0p . ( � 0 � ( � � ( � in EQ relation (14)

This way we have a linear programming problem
(LPP) defined by equations (7), (9), (12), and (14),
and inequalities (10) and (13), that can be solved in
polynomial time.
For the system in Fig. 2, let the delays associated to the
operations be: p . S_M1_A0 � p . S_M2_A0 ���

t.u.,p . S_M1_B0 � p . S_M2_B 0 �·�
t.u., p . S_M30 �p .Out0 �e�

t.u., p .E_M1_A0 � p . E_M2_B0 �Q�
t.u.,



p . E_M1_B0 �+©
t.u., and p . E_M2_A0 � p . E_M3 0 �«

t.u. The solution of the LPP is 0.1111.
Unfortunately, the LPP provides in general a non tight
bound, i.e, the solution may be non reachable for any
distribution of the tokens verifying the P-semiflow
load conditions, brX  �

. This may occur because it
may be the case that for that solution none of the input
places of a synchronisation really restricts the flow of
that transition. When this happens, the marking cannot
define the steady state (the flow of that transition
would be larger).
For example, for the net system in Fig. 1 with p �{

, the optimum of the LPP is o �z� . ( � 0 �¸�u¹ t © . This
value is obtained for

/. ) � 0 � t ¹º© ,
+. ) � 0 �»�1¹ t © ,/. ) y 0 �¼� ¹ t © , and

/. )8vw0 � t ¹ © . Under this marking
the throughput of ( � would be 2.5, while for the rest
of the transitions, the throughput would be 1.25. Since��� � � ��{

, this cannot be the steady state. It can be
seen that this happens for any maximal solution of this
particular LPP. Hence the LPP in this case provides
a non-reachable bound of the throughput. In fact, the
maximum throughput for this system is 0.75.
The way to improve this bound is to force the equality
for at least one place per synchronisation. This corre-
sponds to a correct interpretation of the min operator
in (11). The problem is that there is no way to know in
advance which of the input places should restrict the
flow, and in general the number of linear problems to
be solved is ½ GLCu¾ ± ,&(S± . A branch and bound algorithm
can be used to improve the bound, computing exactly
what (11) expresses. The idea is to solve the LPP de-
fined by the system of (in)-equalities (7), (9), (10),
(12), (13) and (14). If the marking does not correspond
to a steady state (i.e., there is at least one transition
such that all its input places have “too many” tokens)
choose one of the synchronizations and solve the set
of LPPs that appear when each one of the input places
are assumed to be defining the flow. That is, build
a set of LPPs by adding an equation that relates the
marking of each input place place with the flow of the
transition. These subproblems become children of the
root search node. The algorithm is applied recursively,
generating a tree of subproblems. If an optimal steady
state marking is found to a subproblem, it is a possible
steady state marking, but not necessarily globally op-
timal. Since it is feasible, it can be used to prune the
rest of the tree: if the solution of the LPP for a node is
smaller than the best known feasible solution, no glob-
ally optimal solution can exist in the subspace of the
feasible region represented by the node. Therefore, the
node can be removed from consideration. The search
proceeds until all nodes have been solved or pruned.
For example, the visit ratio of the system in Fig. 2 is
equal to

{
. A solution of the original LPP is o �z� .Out0 �3 ¹��u� � , +.
Pallets_A0 �Q¿

,
/.

B_2A0 �Q/.
Max_A0 �/.

B_2B0 �//.
Max_B0 �+/.

M3_Idle0 �+/.
B_30 �/.

M1_Idle0 � 3 ¹��u�u� , +.
M1_A0 � 3 ¹ � �u� ,/.

B_1A0 �¼¿8¹�� �u�
,
+.

Pallets_B0 �n«
,
/.

M2_A0 �3 ¹ «u« « ,
+.

M2_B0 � 3 ¹ � �u� ,
+.

B_1B0 � ¿
,

/.
M1_B0 � 3 ¹º©u©u© ,

/.
M2_Idle0 � 3 ¹ tutut ,/.

B_3_Empty0 �+¿1¹ ÀuÀuÀ
,
/.

M3_Work0 � 3 ¹ À ÀuÀ .
Observe that the throughput of transitions S_M2_A
and E_M3 does not fit the marking of their input
places. So, we should build two LPPs, adding in each
one an equation for S_M2_A. If we force the through-
put to be defined by M2_Idle, the linear system is
unfeasible, and if we add a restriction for B_1A the
solution is the same but for

/.
Pallets_A0 � �&À

,/.
B_1A0 � 3 ¹��u�u� , and

/.
Max_A0 �Á¿8¹�� �u�

. Now,
the only problem is E_M3. If we add an equation for
B_3_Empty the system is unfeasible. Adding an equa-
tion for M3_Work modifies

/.
Pallets_A0 �Á�'À1¹ «u« «

,/.
Pallets_B0 �Â«$¹ « «u«

,
/.

M3_Idle0 � 3 ¹ © ©u© , and/.
M3_Work0 � 3 ¹ «u«u« . This can be a steady state

marking, and no larger throughput may exist (observe
that in this case we have obtained the same throughput
as in the original LPP). Hence, in this case it is not nec-
essary to go on verifying the other synchronisations.

6. ON DUALITY AND BRANCHING
ELIMINATION

Let us consider again the problem defined by (in)-
equalities (7), (8), (9) and (10). A simple relaxation
of (8) consists in just looking if each place has enough
tokens to fire all its output transitions according to
the flow vector. We add the equation that relates the
throughput of transitions in EQ relation, which can
also be deduced from (8). This can be written as a
single LPP:> 7�°$H�¨ �z� . ( � 0�±�§ ��� �/_��V Z`X&a§ �z� � > 7�°GLCDA E ¥ �����U. ) � (L08XD¨ �z� . (L0p . (L0 ¦ � )Ã* �

ZRX&¨ �z� �-c¨ ��� . ( � 0p . (z��0 � ¨ ��� . ( � 0p . (N��0 � ( � � ( � in EQ relationa � § �z� � c M
Since in mono T-semiflow reducible systems ��� � � is
completely defined, if ¨ ��� � � XI� � � � , this LPP can be
written as:> 7�° H � ±�§ ��� �+_�²V ZRXSa§ ��� � � X �mÄY� a � § ��� � c M (15)

where
�mÄ�. )80 �d> 7�°GLCDA'E ¥ �����U. ) � (L08XS��� � � . (L0p . (L0 ¦ .

Defining O ��� J � and a T$�R� J � X'a , (15) reduces to:>s? 6;HDOÅ±�OÆX  � V ZRXSa T � �mÄ�� a T � c M (16)

The dual of this LPP is:> 7�°kH&b£X �mÄ ±Db�X�ZnP c;� b�X _� P �u� b~� c M (17)

One of the formulations of the alternatives theorem
states that it is equivalent ÇBf�2 c

such that Z/X�f�� c
,

or
� b¬� c

such that b�XIZ¼P c
then b�XIZ �-c

(see for
example (Murty, 1983)). Since the net is consistent,bÈX�Z¼P c;� b~� c

can be replaced with bÈX�Z �+c� b¬�c
. Moreover, since we are maximising b®X �mÄ , the

solution must verify b~X  � �É�
(otherwise a better

result can be obtained with Ê³X&b � Ê �`� JB:�bªX  � <
).



Proposition 3. Let Ë be the solution of this LPP:Ë �/> 7�°[H'b³X �mÄ ±�b³X'Z �-cb³X  � ��� � b~� c M (18)

Then, the throughput in the steady state verifieso��z�kP �Ë � � � �
Intuitively, the idea of (18) is to find the slowest iso-
lated subnet among those generated by the elementary
P-semiflows. In other words, the bound is obtained
looking at the bottleneck P-semiflow. It generalises the
kind of result in (Campos and Silva, 1992) for dis-
crete systems, where conflicts were forbidden except
among immediate transitions.
For each marking


, we will define its T-coverture

( Ì - Í�Î�Ï (


)) as the set of places that restrict the flow
of the transitions.

Definition 4. Given a net system, the T-coverture at a
marking


, isÌ - ÍSÎ�Ï�: �<�� HI)Ð±�Çx(�*]) , such thato . (L0 � p . (L0$X /. )10�J ����� . ) � (L0NM

A characterisation can be obtained for the solution
of (18) being the exact value. Given a vector � , let us
denote as Ñ��=Ñ the set of its non-zero components.

Proposition 5. Let
�
	��I � �

be a continuous system
and p a set of rates for which the system is mono T-
semiflow reducible.
The flow computed with (18) (or (15)) is the flow in
the steady state iff the T-coverture at the steady state,Ì - Í�Î�ÏU:  ��� < , contains the support of a P-semiflow.
Moreover, the maximum of (18) is reached for the P-
semiflow contained in the T-coverture.

PROOF. Let
 �z� be the steady state marking of the

system, o��z� � � � X���� � � the flow vector associated to
this state, and Ë the solution of (18). Applying (18),� � P � JDË .
For “ ´ ”, assume that b;Ò is a P-semiflow such that
the maximum of the LPP is reached. If its support
is not contained in Ì - ÍSÎ�ÏU:  �z� < , a place )�*WÑ�b;ÒFÑ
exists such that

 �z� . )80¯2 > 7�°GLCDA'E H ���D��. ) � (L0�X � � X� � � � . (L0KJup . (L0NM � � � X �mÄ¬. )10 . Hence, b;ÒkX  �z� 2 � � XbUÒ�X �mÄ , and
� J � � 2�bUÒ�X �mÄÓ� Ë , contradiction.

For “ µ ”, let b Ò be a P-semiflow such that Ñ�b Ò Ñ�ÔÌ - Í�Î�ÏU:  ��� < and b Ò X  � ���
. Then, for every )Q*Ñ�b Ò Ñ , a transition (ª*®)�, exists such that

 ��� . )10 �������. ) � (L0�X � � XB��� � � . (L0�J�p . (L0 . Hence,
 �z� . )80 � � � X> 7�°GLCDA&E H ����� . ) � (L0 X�� � � � . (L0KJup . (L0NM � � � X �mÄ�. )80 .

Therefore ËÅ��b Ò X �mÄ¯� b Ò X  �z��J � � �`� J � � . Then� J � � � Ë . ¶
Clearly, if the structure of the net is such that every T-
coverture contains a P-semiflow, Prop. 5 holds.

Corollary 6. Let
	

be a continuous net, and p a set
of rates for which it is mono T-semiflow reducible.

If the P-subnet defined by any T-coverture contains a
P-semiflow, then the flow at the steady state can be
computed in polynomial time with the LPP of (18).

Observe that the checking of some of the T-covertures
can be spared. It is sufficient to prove that the mini-
mal T-covertures contain the support of a P-semiflow.
However, this condition is in general difficult to solve
since the number of covertures may be very large.
Nevertheless, corollary 6 holds for instance for str. live
and str. bounded EQ nets, or equivalently, EQ nets that
are consistent, conservative and the rank of the token
flow matrix is upper bounded by the number of con-
flicts (Teruel and Silva, 1996). More general classes
exist for which this result holds too. For instance, it
holds for the net system in Fig. 2.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main contribution of this paper is a new approach
for the computation of the steady state flow of mono
T-semiflow reducible nets. A tight bound is obtained
solving a non-linear programming problem. A relax-
ation leads to a single LPP, and a sufficient condition
for the solution being a bound of the flow in the steady
state is presented. As a manufacturing application, the
steady state flow of a system, modelled with a marked
graph with two interleaved resources, is computed in
polynomial time.
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